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have also undergone training on a Video jet printing machine and how to operate it should a fault

occur. I am now looking to increase my thinking capabilities by learning and gaining new

experience which I believe I have the possibility to do so as I am a quick learner to new adventures.

With this being said, I also have the capability to work independently and under pressure, the

ability to quickly adapt to the environment and personnel around me with excellent results for the

end product. I have great team and individual communication skills with an outgoing and integrable

personality.

I am sure by the information provided about me you can notice that I am a hands on type of person

who never let’s a chance escape to learn new experiences and skills. I am hoping that you find this

letter well enough to provide me a chance to prove my interest in your firm for a position to take

my skills to higher positions and improve your firm with the knowledge I have gained with my

experience and studying.

Sincerely,

Shivkaar Harichandra

SHIVKAAR HARICHANDRA

28 Umarkot Crescent, Merebank, 4052| 0670264088 | shivkaarharichandra@gmail.com

04 May 2020

RE: APPLICATION FOR POSITION

Dear Hiring Manager :

I am writing this cover letter to you, to inform you of my qualifications, capabilities, intentions and

experience to apply for a position in your firm. My aim is to improve myself as well as the company

I am to be working for with integrity and hard work. I am currently looking for a position in your firm

whereby I can increase my skills and experience as an individual and also looking for opportunities

to learn new skills. In the years that I have worked, I have gained the experience in Mechanical in

regards to working with pumps, hydraulic machinery, working on CNC Milling Machines. How ever

recently in the past 3 years I have gained experience as a process plant operator. During the time

served I did undergo studying of Chemical Operations level 2 and 3 with my firm and have a bigger

idea of how to go about doing these processes without an error.

While undergoing studies I did learn about:

 Basic first aid and how to approach emergency situations

 How a process starts and ends with schematic drawing representation of these processes

 The compounds of a chemical and its reaction when altered

 The impact of health and safety regulations and its disastrous effects to one’s life if not adhered

to

 Problem solving

 Tools required for a job and how to use them

With this knowledge, I have learnt how to apply them in a work industry and also on a day to day

basis. It has increased my thinking capacity and also has increased my reaction time to situations. I

Preferred occupation Engineers
Engineering jobs

Lab technician
Engineering jobs

Quantity surveyor
Engineering jobs

Quality manager
Engineering jobs

Preferred work location Pretoria / Tshwane
Gauteng

Contacts and general information about me

Day of birth 1999-05-24 (24 years old)

Gender Male

Residential location Durban City
KwaZulu-Natal

Telephone number Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Email address Information is available only for registered users.
Sign in

Work experience
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Company name Blendrite Chemicals PTY (LTD)

You were working at: Operations controller

Occupation Lubes plant operator

What you did at this job position? Discharge /loading of chemical tankers, operating filling
machinery, setting of filling machinery, fill correct product into
correct packaging, quality control sample tests, filling and
handling of the finished chemical products

Education

Educational period nuo 2017.03 iki 2018.03

Degree Diploma

Educational institution Chieta

Educational qualification N3

I could work Yes

Languages

Language Speaking level Understanding level Writing level

English fluent fluent fluent

Additional information

Driver licenses B Light Vehicle ≤ 3,500kg

Driver license from 2017-05-00 (7 years)

Salary you wish 10000 R per month
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